Centralized Security Management Platform
Up your cybersecurity game with cloud-based holistic security posture that enables you to integrate cybersecurity silos, make data-driven decisions, and manage individual point products from a single dashboard!
Boost your endpoint defenses first

For cybercriminals, corporate endpoints remain the primary target. Protecting multiple point products is more complex than ever.

Employees are using desktops and laptops, both PCs and Macs, in the office and remotely. In many cases, companies are grappling with disparate alerts from multiple point products, and require capability to analyze and remediate potential threats in real-time.

So how do you end the struggle?

The answer: Empower your organization with consolidated security posture for all enrolled mobile and PC endpoints, integrate proven technology with real-time threat intelligence, and unlock opportunities for your business.
Seqríte HawkkEye:
Comprehensive yet simple security solution

The intuitive single platform will enable coordination between different security layers, integrate cybersecurity silos into a single pane of truth, and ensure your point products communicate with each other to consolidate alerts, identify risks, and convert the data into intelligence. Prevent real-time malware breaches, make insight-driven decisions, and accelerate vital security functions quickly and effectively with just a few clicks.

- **Simplify**
  Simplify multiple point products security management from one console.

- **Consolidate**
  Streamline alerts and correlate data to make sensible deductions.

- **Analyze**
  Gain real-time insights to make data-driven decisions.

- **Act**
  Insights are designed for actual threat reduction and automate remediate actions.
Sophisticated Simplicity

The advanced cutting-edge solution helps enforce compliance, manage users, and helps control IT assets from a single console. Enterprises can get rid of redundant workflows, track events across all endpoints, enforce policies, implement application control, monitor all security events, and stop malicious activity within the network, with just a few clicks.
Why choose Seqrite HawkkEye?

Central Visibility
Cloud-based management on a single customizable console to consolidate multiple endpoint security abilities and operate faster.

Simplified Investigation
Real-time dashboards give insights into the security posture of your environment to prevent attacks before disaster strikes.

Powerful Analytics
Correlate data and alerts to create threat intelligence with actionable insights.

Reduced TCO
Built to maximize business agility: Get rid of redundant workflows, save time and money with faster deployment, and simpler management.

Intuitive Workflows
Superior user experience keeping in mind everyday business challenges, time-saving workflows, and enabling easy navigation across products.

Better Performance
Take remediation actions to ensure business security from advanced threats in real time.

Plug & Play Solution
Flexible module based approach to enable businesses to customize the solution to meet their specific cybersecurity needs.
Magnified security across all types of endpoints

Seqrite HawkkEye is an integrated platform hosting various industry-leading solutions under a unified cloud-based console.

Seqrite Endpoint Security (EPS)
EPS provides enterprise security for every connected endpoint against cyber attacks from a single platform.

Seqrite mSuite
Cutting-edge tool to manage mobile devices running on Android and iOS and secure data.

Seqrite Workspace
Powerful tool to protect corporate data even in a BYOD environment and enhance workforce productivity.

Seqrite HawkHunt
Advanced, endpoint protection, detection, and incident response solution in a single unified console.

Ready for a trial?
Click Here or scan
About Seqrite

Simplified IT security to maximize business performance. SEQRITE is Quick Heal’s Enterprise Security brand pioneering the future of cybersecurity with autonomous and highly advanced range of enterprise security solutions. We are focused at simplifying the security stack and proactively safeguard IT assets of businesses without forgoing enterprise capabilities. Our technology is designed to scale businesses and help secure the networks used by millions of customers globally. Are you ready?